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Now ride with the wind, with your new Hero Motocorp Passion Xpro that has been manufactured by
the worldâ€™s largest two wheeler company â€“ the Hero Moto corp. they have now changed the name
from Hero Honda. Their latest introduction is the Hero Passion xPro which is much like the Hero
Passion stunner. Even the power is 110cc engine that comes in the Honda twister and gives a
maximum power 8.7 bhp at 7500 rpm. It is a powerful bike that can talk to the winds and also give a
smooth ride on pot holes and rough roads â€“typically found in India.

The bike is just right for people who have to travel to the office and back home daily. Such
commuters will love the bike for its fuel efficiency and the comfort that the bike provides. It will be
available in two variants, one that will be a self start and have drum brakes and the second will be
manufactured with electric start and front disc brake. It is a 5 speed gear bike that has air cooling
type of engine and alloys wheels. The design is super cool and there is no compromise there. Every
youngster will love the graphic and the built that resembles a sports bike. The colors are even more
fun and have been given a sleeker body as well. The seats are excellent for the rider and the pillion.
You can check out the digital fuel gauge, which is very attractive and displays perfectly well. It has
an analogue tacho meter and digital 2 trip meter and performs as a service reminder too.

The Hero MotoCorp bikes price list is long and one can check it out at the nearest store. As for the
XPro, the bike is excellent for its price and is a well come change as compared to the older models.
The tires are tubeless and you get an option of disc brakes available with the bike in the front tire. It
is now a much safer bike. It will definitely get popular due to the low maintenance cost of this sturdy
bike. As with all the Hero bikes, this too is great on the power front and you will not have any
complaints regarding the maintenance of the bike.

This new stylish bike has been integrated with VLRA battery, besides you will also see the new
ignition system that is termed are APDV and the viscous paper filter element. In total this is a good
affair and with its multiple safety features, you are going to love the ride all the way to the office and
back home. Take your family on long rides and you will see how comfortable it is.

The Hero MotoCorp Passion Xpro price is Rs. 45,000 for the base variant.
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